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Introduction

Norton Lindsey is a village 4 miles west of Warwick and 7 miles north east of Stratford-upon-Avon in the Warwick 
District of south Warwickshire, within the West Midlands green belt. It lies a quarter of a mile from the A4189 
Warwick to Redditch route, 3 miles from M40 junction 15 and 2 miles from the A46 trunk road. While the majority 
of the village lies within Norton Lindsey Parish, the village boundary takes in households from the adjacent 
parishes of Claverdon, Wolverton and Snitterfield.

The character and ethos of Norton Lindsey are manifest in its community spirit. In the absence of a resident lord 
of the manor, villagers have largely pulled together to enrich and benefit our community life. Writing in 1875, the 
Rev T. Shurt described the village thus:-

“Sweet Lindsey, loved of all – the rustic’s pride- 
Perch’d on the summit and the green hillside 

Looks down o’er many a mead and lovely vale 
That bare their bosoms to the western gale.

Spread to the view, seen from the churchyard height, 
A rich expanse of verdure greets the sight.

No sterile heaths, no barren rocks are seen 
But joy and plenty crown the smiling scene.”

These sentiments aptly encapsulate our special, relatively-unspoilt hill-top village, at the core of which stands 
the oldest building, Holy Trinity Church, embraced by dwellings dating from the 14th and 16th centuries, with 
a widespread sprinkle of 17th century cottages. Following the example of past generations of villagers, it is 
incumbent upon us to nurture our strong community spirit and to safeguard our environment for the benefit of 
our children and grandchildren. 

Please refer to Appendix 1 for a brief ‘History of Norton Lindsey’ which underlines the importance of the evolving 
village environment over time to the village community.

1910 - 1919 (c.) - The post office and cottages in 
Norton Lindsey. 1910s.

1905 - Church Lane Norton Lindsey with view of 
church. 
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Background

In September 2012, as a response to the publication of a new draft Local Plan by the District Council, a group of 
individuals from within the village formed a committee to produce a Parish Plan to identify and document the 
future requirements of the village. 

Public consultation sessions were held in November 2012 to establish the key areas on which the plan should 
focus. From this a questionnaire was produced and distributed to all the households within the village. The 
responses to the 44 questions were then analysed and form the basis on which this plan has been produced. 

This is an ongoing process; the plan will be reviewed by the committee annually. Progress against the actions will 
be reported by the Parish Council in the monthly parish report.

Completed Surveys by Age 

Distributed/Returned Surveys 
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Survey Analysis

Transport

The village has two limited twice weekly bus services to Stratford-upon-Avon and Solihull; school buses to the 
local state secondary schools and regular train services to Birmingham Moor Street/Snow Hill and London 
Marylebone from Warwick Parkway 3.5 miles away. There are local stations at Hatton and Claverdon with services 
to Birmingham, Stratford, Leamington and beyond. Local taxis service the village. 

There was considerable comment from the questionnaire on Transport with over 350 written comments about 
suggestions or improvements that could be made. These are summarised below.

Bus Service 

The vast majority of respondents never use the existing village bus service. Many respondents suggested the 
introduction of a regular reliable joined up bus service, to Warwick, Warwick Parkway and Leamington for 
connections to other places, that ran at the times of day that would be useful for people (for work, school, and at 
evenings/ weekends).

Roads and Pavements 

By far the biggest issue for roads and pavements was poor maintenance, including: potholes, flooding, noisy 
manholes, tree/hedge cutting and single track road edges and the time taken to repair them. Speeding was also 
a concern particularly around the school and on Main Street where it was felt the limit should be lowered, with 
more enforcement taking place on all routes both in and around the village. There were some comments about 
introducing traffic calming, pedestrian signage around Main Street and the suggestion of a one way system for 
Main Street and New Road. Street lighting proved controversial with an equal number of respondents wanting 
additional lights as those wanting fewer. However, Warwick District Council’s policy of lights off after midnight was 
largely supported.

Parking

The majority of respondents have no issues with parking in the village. Those who did, mentioned the school, 
Wolverton Road, pavements by the village field and Church Road. Most have concerns that parking in these areas 
could cause an accident and that further restrictions should be implemented and enforced. Promotion of the 
walking school bus and the prohibition of parking on Wolverton Road at school dropping off and picking up time 
along with enforcement of such, was a common proposal. 

Cycling 

Roughly half the respondents regard provision for cycling within the Parish as satisfactory, the other half felt that 
there should be dedicated routes to major towns and railway stations (possibly using existing bridleways and 
public footpaths), road improvements to existing roads for dedicated cycle lanes, and a leisure cycle trail around 
the village. There were some negative comments about the number and behaviour of cyclists coming through the 
village from cycling clubs and on sponsored bike rides regarding road safety, litter and the removal of race signs. 
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Action(s)

1. The Parish Council should produce a request to the appropriate authorities to provide a joined up transport 
provision delivering relevant and appropriate access to the major towns and national public transport 
network. 

2. The Parish Council should pressure the relevant authorities to enforce speed limits and parking restrictions. 

3. The Parish Council should communicate to the village how to report maintenance requests for roads and 
footpaths and should escalate any issues in their resolution back to the appropriate authorities. 

4. The Parish Council should review, with the local authority, the suggestions made in this survey for road 
improvements (e.g. traffic calming, lower speed limits, a one way system, additional safety signage) and lobby 
for their implementation.

5. The Parish Council should review the lack of dedicated cycling routes to major towns or stations against local 
and national policies, and instigate a plan with the local authority to implement them where appropriate.

Looking towards the New Inn on Snitterfield Lane.
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Planning and Housing

The Parish of Norton Lindsey covers a broad area towards Hatton in the north, Gannaway in the west and 
Brierylands in the south and includes 173 households. The village of Norton Lindsey comprises about 256 
households.

The majority of the properties are privately owned with some social housing and affordable developments. The 
village has grown substantially since 1981 with infill developments in various locations.

Housing and general planning matters have given rise to a considerable number of responses within the 
questionnaire and these represent a range of views. There is however a high degree of consistency in the 
responses in the way the majority of the respondents wish to see Norton Lindsey develop. These can be 
encapsulated as follows:

Within any small village it is inevitably difficult for the existing population to move around and find a 
wide range of properties both in terms of size and scale and within a price range suitable for their needs. 
However the responses indicate that the majority of the villagers believe that both the number and type 
of houses in the village are adequate for the needs of the people and that there is a good supply of family 
houses in Norton Lindsey.

Approximately half of respondents believe there is a need for small scale further development by way 
of smaller houses as starter homes or bungalows for older residents. Some responses suggest the need 
for a limited number of small bungalows perhaps with emergency response facilities. Further comments 
include suggestions that these bungalows might be of a “sheltered” type and reference has been made to 
the bungalows in St Michael’s Close, Claverdon as a model.

Norton Lindsey has a range of properties but there is a lesser number in the 2/3 bedroomed category. As 
is often the case, owners will wish to improve and extend their properties and this tends to exacerbate the 
issue.

Respondents are generally of the view that there is sufficient “social” housing within the village especially 
since the recent addition of Brick Kiln Close. This actually forms part of Claverdon parish but most view it 
as an integral part of Norton Lindsey village.

There are concerns that it is difficult for younger persons and families to be able to buy homes within the 
village. This reduces the demographic range profile of the village and has the effect of challenging the 
support for existing services in the village and potential development of new services. 

Many residents express the view that they like living in the village and that despite limited facilities it 
offers a pleasant environment and convenient location. Inevitably therefore there are real concerns that 
a disproportionate amount of future housing development would fundamentally change the character 
of the village. Some respondents are of the view that there are sufficient houses and that the balance is 
correct although others believe there is scope for some limited development particularly to address some 
of the issues above. 

Where properties are extended or improved, views are expressed that such work should be carried out to 
be sympathetic to the design themes and character of the village. In addition where any new development 
is considered appropriate it should be of small scale and again in keeping with the main design features 
typical within Norton Lindsey.
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There are concerns that some of the smaller houses in the village have been purchased by investment 
landlords and this again has reduced the stock of 2 and 3 bedroomed houses for younger families. 
Accordingly, many respondents believe that any new small houses constructed should be restricted in 
terms of occupation to existing residents of Norton Lindsey or those with a direct connection to the 
village.

In terms of the thrust of any future housing, a strong majority of positive responses indicate support 
for the conversion of agricultural buildings where appropriate. In addition there is general support for 
single plot development again in appropriate locations or small scale development on previously used/
brownfield sites. 

Whilst there is overwhelming support for any new developments to be in keeping with the village, 
comment is also made that such new properties need to be energy efficient and carbon neutral.

There is overwhelming concern about the impact of any housing on the existing green belt. The village is 
located on a hilltop being a prominent location and having buffer zones between neighbouring Claverdon 
and the town of Warwick. Preservation of the green belt is viewed as paramount. 

Most villagers accepted that Norton Lindsey can only support a very limited range of services and 
facilities and are concerned that anything other than small scale residential development would be both 
inappropriate and place an excessive burden on the limited services and infrastructures such as roads and 
pathways.

Views are expressed that the character and nature of the village should be retained both within and 
outside the conservation area. In addition concerns are expressed regarding the proliferation of solar 
panels in sensitive visual locations within the village and that greater control should be exercised. 

Guiding Principles

1. The general view of the respondents is that major new development is inappropriate for Norton Lindsey. 
However a small amount of new development is acceptable for elderly residents wishing to downsize or for 
younger people. 

2. There is strong desire within the village to see any development targeted for existing residents of the parish or 
those with a local connection.

3. Any development should be small scale, on individual plots or conversions and the design should be 
complementary to the village street scene.

4. The village environment is of great importance to the local residents and the protective benefits provided by 
the green belt should be retained and any development complementary to the hilltop setting of the village.
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Local Services

Local services within Norton Lindsey are delivered from both Warwick and Stratford-upon-Avon District. The 
nearest Fire and Police Stations in Warwick have recently closed, with emergency services now being delivered 
from Leamington Spa and Henley-in-Arden. Postal services are provided from Warwick with Social Services being 
provided by both Warwick and Stratford District Councils. There is no mains gas with only partial mains sewage. 

Fire, Police and Ambulance

The majority of respondents felt that no improvements were required in the provision of Emergency 
services to the village. Many commented on the usefulness of the Neighbourhood Watch service although 
a large number indicated that a more visible police presence is required. Some concerns were also voiced 
about the impact of the closure of Warwick fire station on incident response times. 

Postal Services

No issues with the postal service to the village were identified by the majority of respondents. However 
there were a large number of comments regarding the irregularity of the delivery service. 

Mains Gas

There were mixed views about providing mains gas to the village, with a majority wishing to have it 
supplied. Comments against mains gas connection included losing the village feel by being connected to 
central services, the disruption the installation would cause in terms of “digging up the whole village” and 
the cost of new appliances. 

Pensioner Services

Whilst the majority of respondents felt that service for pensioners was adequate, the majority of 
respondents were not of pensionable age. There were a significant number of comments from those 
respondents who are of a pensionable age regarding the provision of services to pensioners, the greatest 
by far being about the lack of community transport to get to appointments, shops or to visit friends.
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Action(s)

1. The Parish Council should facilitate the Safer Neighbourhoods team to hold a village forum to address the 
perception that policing is not visible enough within the village.

2. The Parish Council should investigate concerns about the increased response times for emergency services 
due to the closure of Warwick fire station and should communicate the statistics regularly back to the village.

3. The Parish Council should conduct a study into the performance of Royal Mail against its service delivery 
targets and provide appropriate feedback to Royal Mail and to the village.

4. The Parish Council should further assess the feasibility for mains gas.

5. The Parish Council should perform an analysis of transport needs for residents of a pensionable age and make 
representations to the District Council for appropriate community transport to address those needs.

Church of Holy Trinity.
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

Norton Lindsey has one pub, a 1966 village hall with a playground for younger children, a playing field and an 
Anglican church with a small church room. There are cricket and football clubs, Brownies, Women’s Institute, art 
classes, Pilates, table tennis, gardening club, mothers and toddlers group and an after school club. Information is 
disseminated by a monthly Parish magazine and on notice boards throughout the village. 

Information

The vast majority of respondents feel that information is good or adequate. Some areas of improvement 
are highlighted however, particularly around information for new residents, football and cricket fixtures, 
mobile library times and village hall events. 

Local Facilities

All the local facilities (pub, cricket club, church room, village hall, playground, mobile library) are used by a 
good cross section of the respondents. The Village Hall is picked out by many as requiring replacement or 
physical improvement. Playground facilities for older children are highlighted as being required and there 
are many comments about retaining a village pub.

Village Organisations

The current village organisations are well supported and serve the village well, although better 
communication is required as some respondents do not know of their existence. There are many 
suggestions for new clubs, the top ones being a youth club and bridge club. Other suggestion are too 
numerous to mention, implying that there are a wide range of interests within the village which could be 
brought together by better communication within the community. 

Sports Facilities

The majority of respondents feel that the current sports provision within the village is adequate. Tennis 
courts and a bowling green are the two sports facilities that are requested most by those who feel 
additional facilities are required. 

Web Site 

Over two thirds of respondents think that a village web site would be beneficial to the village. This is also 
mentioned often in other areas of the survey.

Broadband 

Broadband provision in the village is perceived as poor by over three quarters of respondents, with the 
remainder either not having a view or feeling it was good. Judging by comments received, few know of 
the Coventry, Solihull and Warwickshire Broadband project currently being run by Warwickshire County 
Council. About a third of respondents use broadband from home for business purposes. 

Mobile/Community Shop 

Over three quarters of respondents feel there is a need for a community shop, with over half of them 
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volunteering to assist in its setting up and running. A smaller number feel the need for a mobile shop, 
although amongst the older residents this is more important.

Church 

Over two thirds of respondents have attended the church, with a similar ratio believing that having a 
place of worship is an important part of village life. The church building is regarded unanimously as being 
important to the village. There are a small number of comments about how the church could better serve 
the community by providing more outreach services for the elderly and having a youth leader to extend 
the scope of the church to the youngsters in the village.

Parish Magazine

Only a tiny number (10) of respondents do not receive the Parish Magazine, with the overall majority 
indicating that it meets the needs of their household. Comments received on how it could be improved, 
included being on a website, giving more notice on village events, and becoming more of a village, rather 
than a church magazine.

Action(s)

1. Whilst communication of information to the village is acceptable, there is a definite requirement for a website 
to contain all the information currently on the notice boards and in the parish magazine. Further information 
is also required for new residents and more information about sporting clubs’ fixtures and results. This should 
all be investigated and implemented by the Parish Council in coordination with the main village organisations. 

2. The provision of a new village hall and improved playground equipment should be supported by the parish 
council along with the appropriate village organisations.  

3. The provision of a website or social media should be used to encourage the starting of clubs by like-minded 
individuals throughout the village.

4. The Parish Council should perform a feasibility study into the provision of a public tennis court and bowling 
green.

5. Broadband issues are being addressed by the CSW Broadband project. Better communication of this is 
required to the village; the Parish Clerk should forward the updates for publication in the parish magazine and 
on the website when available.

6. There is an obvious requirement for a community shop either within the pub/village hall or a mobile shop. The 
Parish Council should perform a feasibility study to implement a community shop either within the pub/village 
hall or a mobile shop.

7. The church should review its outreach programme for old and sick residents and investigate the provision of 
a youth leader to engage with the younger members of the community, possibly looking to begin a regular 
youth club.
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Village Environment

The questionnaire contained a number of headings relating to various aspects of the ‘village environment’ 
and attracted a considerable response in respect of all the questions raised. They include a number of positive 
comments which underline that the village is a very nice place in which to live and they also praise the numerous 
(largely unheralded) volunteers who maintain areas of the village and promote and supervise various activities 
within the village.

Use of Public Footpaths and Bridleways

The greatest area of concern was revealed to be the blockage of paths, overgrown bushes and hedges and 
the state and condition of many of the paths as a consequence of perceived insufficient maintenance. A 
significant number of replies are directed at the poor condition of stiles, gates and bridges. 

Various suggestions are put forward in order to deal with these issues but the general consensus is that 
more attention should be paid to repair and maintenance including re-surfacing and, where appropriate 
or relevant, persuading farmers or landowners to repair public stiles and bridges on their land.

An almost equal level of concern is expressed regarding signage of the paths, dog fouling, lack of dog bins 
on footpaths and the need for greater enforcement regarding use of the paths by motorcycles, horses and 
cycles (where prohibited). 

There is a demand for better signs and for the publication of leaflets and plans identifying our local paths.

Concerns are expressed regarding the lack of control of farm dogs on and around footpaths. 

The Village Playing Field

The survey demonstrates a significant measure of appreciation concerning the maintenance of the village 
playing field, all of which is carried out on a voluntary basis and it is clear from the responses that a 
significant number of residents and their families appreciate and enjoy the facility.

Against this backdrop almost half the responses received regarding the playing field are directed at the 
issue of dog fouling and the failure of dog owners to utilise dog bags and bins.

Equal numbers of villagers complain of fly tipping and general littering of the field.

Concerns are expressed concerning the quality of the parking area between the village hall and the cricket 
club. 

Fly Tipping and Littering Around the Village

Complaints are voiced regarding both fly tipping and general littering around the village including a 
significant number relating to tyre dumping. The responses also suggest that fly tipping is perpetrated in 
part by passing cyclists.
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Horse and Dog Fouling Around the Village

The survey revealed yet again that dog fouling in particular is regarded as one of the most serious issues 
locally. Almost every street/road plus the verges and even the hedgerows are identified as being subject 
to this problem.

There are very few complaints regarding horse fouling however, and as one villager succinctly pointed out, 
horse manure is very much a part of rural life! 

One resident makes the point that horse fouling on the pavement is not acceptable, even in the 
countryside, but this does not appear to be very much of a problem.

Action(s)

1. The Parish Council should press the County Council to improve maintenance of rights of way.

2. The Parish Council should investigate the funding and provision of leaflets with plans of paths and press the 
county council to display signs regarding dog fouling and penalties.

3. The Parish Council should seek the cooperation of farmers and land-owners in maintaining gates and stiles 
etc.

4. The Parish Council should provide more dog bins, supplies of suitable bags and signs directed to encouraging 
the use of the bins and also warning of the penalties for failure to do so.

5. The Parish Council should arrange further litter bins.

6. Parish council to bring pressure on the relevant authorities for enforcement of fly tipping laws. 

Norton Lindsey playing field.
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Additional Village Facilities

A varied ‘menu’ of additional facilities feature in the ‘wish lists’ of the villagers. Clearly many are not practical for a 
village of this size but bear mentioning. 

• The greatest number of responses was for tennis courts.

• Of almost equal importance [by number of responses] are:-

Circular trails

A wildflower area

A netball court

Skateboard park

Off-road cycling area 

Running track

Outdoor exercise equipment for teenagers 

Gardening club (for horticultural talks and tuition)

Community garden/allotments 

Swimming pool 

Dedicated cycle trails 

Picnic tables and chairs around the playing field 

A small area for teenagers to gather near the Village Hall with some seating

The lack of facilities for young people in the village is self evident and it must be in the interests of everyone to try 
and provide for them in the same way that the playground has provided for young children, to much acclaim from 
a number of respondents to the questionnaire.

It is suggested that a tarmac track around the edge of the playing fields could provide both for a running and 
fitness facility and also as an area for cycling particularly to provide a safe environment for young novice riders.

Action(s)

1. The Parish Council should investigate the feasibility and funding of the various facilities proposed.
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Aspects of the Village and its Environment about which Villagers Expressed Concern

The questionnaire sought to identify those issues which appear to be uppermost in the residents’ minds.

The results, which in some respects mirror responses to earlier questions, reveal significant concerns with (in 
order of relative importance):

a.  Protection of the conservation area

b.  Preservation of trees in and around the village

c.  Identification of historical elements of the village

d.  Preservation of local ‘ridge and furrow’ fields

e.  Air pollution

Action(s)

1. Ensure that these issues are at the forefront of the minds of the Parish Council in any negotiations or actions 
on behalf of the village and that any ‘threat’ regarding these topics is communicated widely and a robust 
defence mounted on behalf of the village. 

Norton Lindsey Village Hall.
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Appendix 1: A History of Norton Lindsey

A History of Norton Lindsey 

During the early Iron Age, it is thought that a Celtic family moved from the Sherbourne-Fulbrook area to establish 
a farm in an Arden-Forest, hill-top clearing which they called ‘Norton’ i.e. north farmstead. As this grew into a 
hamlet, a satellite farmstead was established on low-lying ground to the north. It was called ‘Lower Norton’ or 
‘Nether Norton’.

As Lower Norton developed into another hamlet, the original Norton was distinguished as ‘Upper Norton’ or ‘Over 
Norton’.

In the latter part of the 12th and early part of the 13th century the ‘de Curlys’ were tenants of Lower Norton and 
the ‘de Lindeseys’ were tenants of half Upper Norton. As a result the names ‘Norton Curly’ and ‘Norton Lindsey’ 
were born.

Norton Curlieu (Curly) was originally part of Budbrooke parish and Norton Lindsey was a small, separate parish of 
just under a square mile. The hamlet of Norton Curlieu was decimated by plague in the late 17th century followed 
by an epidemic in 1729. The surviving settlement was then known as Lower Norton again but the medieval Norton 
Curlieu survived in the names of two lanes and a house.

A 2008 parish-boundary change united the old nucleus of Lower Norton with Norton Lindsey.

The original settlers constructed a boundary fence around their home and encircled enough land to grow 
crops and pen livestock. Initially animals were driven out of this secure croftland each morning to graze in the 
surrounding woodland of Arden Forest, and back again into the croftland at night. As the hamlet grew, the 
croftland expanded and the surrounding woodland was gradually cleared.

By late Saxon times, the parish was divided into large, common fields of pasture and arable land and subdivided 
into strips called ‘lands’, the number and distribution of which varied with the size of landholdings of individual 
villagers. The arable ‘lands’ were in fixed ownership but the strips of meadow, or pasture, called ‘shafts’ and 
‘doles’ were drawn for by lot each year. After the Norman conquest of 1066, the system continued and survived 
until the enclosure of Norton Lindsey in 1809.

There were gates across all roads entering Norton Lindsey parish and there were gates across the roads on the 
croftland boundary. The dorrel oak (at the top of Main Street) is a surviving croftland boundary marker beside 
the gate which crossed Main Street. Three spring-fed drinking ponds were positioned near the four croftland 
boundary gates for livestock to drink from as they were driven out in the mornings and back in the evenings. Carts 
and wagons were driven into the ponds to counter shrinkage of wheel timbers.

Remnants of common-field strip cultivation can be seen in the ‘ridge and furrow’ of New Road Close and Smithy 
Close. In Righton Meadow, the old headland boundary between ‘Town’ or ‘Long’ Meadow and the strips of ‘Hither 
Righton’ arable land is clearly visible from Canada Lane.

The post-enclosure map of Norton Lindsey dates from the 1840s and shows the modern field system and 
movement out of the croftland of two farms. The old road from Lower Norton and Warwick that used to cross 
‘Hovel Meadow’ and skirt the east side of Big House Farm and the churchyard past Rose Cottage into the village 
was replaced by Brittons Lane and New Road. The branch of the old road from north of Big House Farm to Main 
Street was closed and a footpath on its route from New Road to Main Street was created. The bridle path to 
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Sherbourne became a road for part of its route first called ‘Meadow Lane’ but renamed Canada Lane in the early 
1870s. The road on the western parish boundary from Red House Corner to Snitterfield Lane was closed. The 
footpath from Wolverton Road to Curlieu Lane was re-routed.
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The following table summarises the development and growth of Norton Lindsey where farming has always been 
the dominant economic activity and has largely shaped the landscape in which we live.

YEAR SOURCE HOUSES PEOPLE INFLUENCES
GROWTH CLOSE TO PARISH 
BOUNDARY

1086
Domesday 
Survey

12e 40e Not included in the statistics

1670
Hearth Tax 
Return

28 100e

1730 Dugdale 25 90e Epidemic in 1686

1801 Census 95

1811 Census 111 Enclosure 1809

1821 Census 33 149

1831 Census 141

1841 Census 47 176

1851 Census 45 166
The Golden Age
of
English Farming

1861 Census 47 163

1871 Census 45 144

1881 Census 47 145 Cheap food imports plus a 
series of bad harvests caused
by very wet years in 1890s
caused depression in farming.

1891 Census 41 127

1901 Census 38 139

1911 Census 35 114 WW I – 6 village men killed.
New farm machinery esp. 
tractors1921 Census 36 111

1931 Census 39 127
Car ownership started to 
widen.
Electricity connected 1936.

1951 Census 60 188 Piped water supply 1959
Expansion of car ownership1961 Census 71 204
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1971 Census 92 275
Sewerage system connected 
1971

Old Red Horse Inn site and 
Norton Lea development of 14 
houses in 1972.  7 houses from 
Red Horse Corner to the School 
built 1967-85. Briery Land 
barn conversions - 4 houses 
in 1986. Gannaway Farm barn 
conversions – 4 houses in 1989. 
Gannaway Stables conversion 
1987.

1981 KFC Diary 97 291

Barn conversions at White 
House Farm in 1983 and 
Norton Paddox 1986-7. Low 
cost housing policy – Mill Close 
in 1988. 
M40 motorway 1989

1991 KFC Diary 123 303

Starter homes at Morgan Close 
in 1992 – 10 houses
Tamarin Farm barn conversions 
– 2 houses
Littleworth Barn conversion 
1993 and The Stables a few 
years later.

2001 KFC Diary 131 321

Big House Farm conversions in 
1995-6. Traphouse converted 
1993. Littleworth Farm barn 
conversion 1995. 
Warwick Parkway station 
opened 2000.

Norton Curlieu barn 
conversions – 3 houses in 2001

2011 KFC Diary 146 350

Hawkes Hill Close 2006. 
Re-development of Little 
Orchard – High Paddox site 
2006. Littleworth Farm barn 
conversions 2004 + 2011

Affordable homes in Brick Kiln 
Close in 2011 –
 12 houses

2012 KFC Diary 173 412

2008 Parish boundary change 
added 27 houses and 62 people 
to the historic parish -2011 
statistics. 11 of these 27 houses 
(40%) are barn conversions 
dating from 1991 -2011.
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Transport

How often do you use the bus service from the village?

Are there any improvements you would like to see to roads and pavements?

Appendix 2: Survey Statistics
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Transport

Do you have any issues or concerns with parking in and around the village?

Do you think there is satisfactory provision for cycling within the Parish?
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Housing

The number and type of houses are about right to accommodate the needs of the people of Norton Lindsey.

There is a good supply of family houses in Norton Lindsey.
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Housing

Is there a need for more starter homes or smaller houses for older residents who would like to downsize?

Any further development should only take place on brownfield sites previously used sites e.g. the old chicken farm 
or the conversion of existing buildings such as former farm buildings.
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Housing

The property and settings within the conservation area should be protected for the benefit of residents and 
visitors alike.

Norton Lindsey is currently within the green belt and thus is treated for planning purposes in the same way as the 
surrounding farmland. This status should remain.
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Local Services

Do you think the Fire, Police or Ambulance services within the village need improving?

Do you have any issues or concerns with the postal services within the village?
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Local Services

Do you believe that the village should be connected to the mains gas supply?

Is there sufficient support through local services for people of pensionable age?
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

Is the available information about activities in the Village:-

Do you use any of the village facilities below? 
Pub
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

Cricket club

Church Room
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

Village Hall

Playground
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

Mobile Library

Are there any sports facilities that are not available that you would use?
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

Do you believe a web site would benefit the village?

Do you feel the current Broadband provision is:
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

Do you use the internet for business purposes from home?

A community shop selling a basic range of goods, local produce, newspapers, etc. would be desirable and 
beneficial to the village.
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

If a community shop were established would you be prepared to give up your time as a volunteer to assist in 
running the shop?

A locally-operated mobile service offering a basic range of goods, local produce, newspapers etc would be 
desirable and beneficial to the residents of Norton Lindsey.
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

Have you ever attended the Holy Trinity Church in Norton Lindsey?

Do you look upon a place of worship as an important part of village life?
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

How important to you is the church as a building?

Does your household receive a copy of the Parish magazine every month?
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Local Facilities & Organisations, Sports, Social & Children

Does the magazine meet your household’s needs?
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Village Environment

Do you use the public footpaths (not pavements) or bridleways in and around Norton Lindsey? 
If so what requires improvement?

Do you use the village playing field?
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Village Environment

Is fly tipping a problem anywhere in the village?

Is littering a problem anywhere in the village?
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Village Environment

Is either dog or horse fouling a problem in the village?

Do you believe there are sufficient outdoor facilities in the village? If no what additional facilities would 
you like to see.
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Village Environment

Are there any other ‘practices’ you regard as detrimental to our environment that you feel should receive more 
attention?
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Action(s)

Action Actionee Priority Review Date

Produce a request to the appropriate authorities to provide a joined 
up transport provision delivering relevant and appropriate access to 
the major towns and national public transport network.

Parish Council

Pressure the relevant authorities to enforce speed limits. Parish Council

Pressure the relevant authorities to enforce the law on illegal 
parking.

Parish Council

Communicate to the village how to report maintenance requests for 
roads and footpaths and escalate any issues in their resolution back 
to the appropriate authorities.

Parish Council

Review, with the local authority, the suggestions made in this survey 
for road improvements (e.g. traffic calming, lower speed limits, 
a one way system, additional safety signage) and lobby for their 
implementation.

Parish Council

Review the lack of dedicated cycling routes to major towns or 
stations against local and national policies, and instigate a plan with 
the local authority to implement them where appropriate.

Parish Council

Consider the guiding principles set out in the plan in relation to all 
planning applications.

Parish Council

Facilitate the Safer Neighbourhoods team to hold a village forum to 
address the perception that policing is not visible enough within the 
village.

Parish Council

Investigate concerns about the increased response times for 
emergency services due to the closure of Warwick fire station and 
communicate the statistics regularly back to the village.

Parish Council

Conduct a study into the performance of Royal Mail against its 
service delivery targets and provide appropriate feedback to Royal 
Mail and to the village.

Parish Council

Investigate the feasibility for mains gas. Parish Council

Perform an analysis of transport needs for residents of a pensionable 
age and make representations to the District Council for appropriate 
community transport to address those needs.

Parish Council

Coordinate with other village organisations to implement a village 
website to contain all information currently in the parish magazine, 
parish notice boards, information for new residents, information 
about events and fixture within the village and key contacts for the 
village, district and county.

Parish Council

Support the provision of a new village hall. Parish Council

Appendix 3: Action Plan
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Support the provision of improved playground equipment. Parish Council

The provision of a website and social media should be used to 
encourage the starting of clubs by like minded individuals throughout 
the village.

Parish Council

Perform a feasibility study into the provision of a public tennis court 
and bowling green.

Parish Council

Broadband issues are being addressed by the CSW Broadband 
project. Better communication of this is required to the village; the 
Parish Clerk should forward the updates for publication in the parish 
magazine and on the website when available.

Parish Council

Perform a feasibility study to implement a community shop either 
within the pub/village hall or a mobile shop.

Parish Council

Approach the PCC to review the outreach programme for old and 
sick residents and investigate the provision of a youth leader to 
engage with the younger members of the community, possibly 
looking to begin a regular youth club.

Parish Council

Press the County/District Councils to improve maintenance of rights 
of way and communicate how individuals can report issues with 
them.

Parish Council

Investigate the funding and provision of leaflets with plans of paths. Parish Council

Press the county/district council to display signs regarding dog 
fouling and penalties.

Parish Council

Seek the cooperation of farmers and land-owners in maintaining 
gates and stiles etc.

Parish Council

Provide more dog bins, supplies of suitable bags and signs directed 
to encouraging the use of the bins and also warning of the penalties 
for failure to do so.

Parish Council

Arrange more litter bins. Parish Council

Bring pressure on the appropriate authorities for the enforcement of 
fly tipping laws.

Parish Council

Investigate the feasibility and funding of the various outdoor facilities 
proposed in the plan.

Parish Council

Ensure that the issues identified in the plan are fed into any 
negotiations or actions on behalf of the village and that any ‘threat’ 
regarding these topics is communicated widely and a robust defence 
mounted on behalf of the village.

Parish Council
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Notes
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